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UFOs at lt Again 
MOUNT CLEMENS,. Mid1., 

July 21 (UPI) - Several per
sons in Macomb County report
ed seeing unidentified flying ob
jects in the sky Tuesday. The 
reports came from residents in 
Roseville, St. Clair Shores, 
Mount Clemens and from one 
man aboar.d a boat on Lake St. 
Clair. They reported seeing the 
objects around noon. 
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'Flying Saucer' 
Stopped Clocks? 

VILA DO PORTO, Th e 
Azores -- ( AP) - The Azores 
Weather Bureau reported its 
electromagnetic clocks stopped 
for 45 minutes wflile a "cylin
drical white object" was seen
in the sky. 

The object was moving slow
ly northeastwards at about 30,-
000 feet altitude, the weather 
office said. 
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United Press International Photo 

·FLYING OBJECTS (WHITE DISCS) OVER BUENOS AIRES 
After 10 Minutes, They 'Flew A way at Great Speed' 

·, ' � 

Mystery object 
SANTA MARIA, Azores (UPI) 

- An airport spokesman Satur
day said a mysterious flying ob
ject apparently stopped all 
electro-magnetic watches at the 
Santa Maria Airport when it 
flew slowly over this island 
Friday. He said a white cylin
drical object was seen flying 
northwest at an altitude of 33,-
000 feet and attempts to identi
fy it were unsuccessful. 
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Editorial 
by Allen H. Greenfield, Editor 

American UFO Committee Review 

During October and November the American UFO Committee celebrates its second an
niversary. It has been a trying two years. AMUFO was formed in an unusual way for 
UFOlogy, and is perhaps unique among large UFO organizations in that it was formed 
through a merger of a number of previous organizations, including the Research 
Organization of Aerial Phenomena (ROAP), The United Saucer Research Council of 
Ohio (USCO), the United Federal Observers Research Committee (UFORC), the Hawk 
Research Society (HRS), the Illinois Aerial Phenomena Agency (IAPA), and the 
United Research Council of UFOlogy (URCU). 

With so many contingent organizations, one might expect a stormy period of con
fusion, followed by a conflict of interest over leadership. Actually, the former 
was not, we trust, as bad as some doom-mongers may have expected, and the latter, 
fortunately, never occured at all. Our multiple leadership structure has proven 
quite successful, and in some ways may be said to be superior to the concept of a 
single, over-all director. AMUFO survived its initial bumps, and prepared to put 
forward its program for a better UFOlogy. 

This, too, has been an ever-increasing success. In th summer of 1964 and again 
in 1965 AMUFO has participated in and co-sponsored the only serious annual convention 
UFOlogy has to offer, the Congress of Scientific UFOlogists (see page five of this 
issue). AMUFO is again participat,ing in Congress plans for 1966. The Third Annual 
Congress is planned for Cleveland this coming June, and the drive to '�ring out the 
people" is already in the works. In addition to this program, AMUFO continues to 
support the UFOlogy union, the United UFOlogical Association (UUA) . 

. • . • •  Not that we've had no problems in the past two years. The biggest has been
oddly enough-our publication, the Review. We say "oddly" because, of the directors 
of the group, three out of four have had previou$ publishing experience. Two even 
still publish independent UFO periodicals; Rick Hilberg's UFO Magazine, and your 
editor's UFO Sighter� Yet, our publication has suffered delays, misprints, and 
other ailments. The first issue in March, 1964 was, we think, quite good, but the 
printing costs were so great that we were placed heavily in debt; a situation since 
rectified. The second and third issues were - let's face it - just not up to the 
standards one would expect of a major organ of re.sponsible UFOlogy. We were dis
mayed, but we are not quitters. You hold in your hand our fourth issue as evidence 
of our continued resolve to put out a magazine of value; one which will be on the 
highest intellectual level and of the highest printing standards of excellence. We 
sincerelY, hope it meets with your approval. 

·, . � 
As with all groups in this fluid field, our future must rest to some extent with 

the elusive UFOs themselves. Should a solution present itself, our purpose will 
have been accomplished and we will happily pack our suitcases and move on to other 
pressing problems of our age. But until that day we will proceed with our work. At 
present we are working on an idea for an annual UFO research meeting, plus our con
tinuing efforts with the annual Congress and other progressive programs. We think 
AMUFO is doing something for the UFO field; something that's needed doing for a 
long time. Prospects are bright and our outlook is optimistic. But we need a lot 
of help - All we can get. So, we invite you, our members and colleagues, to roll 
up those sleeves and lend a hand in this great endeavor. 
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IMPORTANT MEMBERSHIP REVISIONS, AMERICAN UFO COMMITTEE, EFFECTIVE AS OF 
JANUARY 1st, 1966 

(1) As of January 1st, 1966, the American UFO Committee Review will begin publish-
ing on a three times a year basis, plus news bulletins as needed. The membership 

fee of $2.00 per year will entitle you to six issues of the Review, plus membership 
card and all standard benefits. This differs from our previous publishing schedule 
only in frequency of issue; no change has been made in the number of copies you will 
receive for your membership fee. Issues will tentatively appear each March, June, 
and September, as have our previous issues (Volume 1, Numbers 1 and 2, and Volume 
2, Number 1). We base this on an ostensibly successful similar system used by an
other major reputable UFO group in recent years. We take this action in the hope 
that it will improve the quality and assure regular release of our publication. 

(2) The U.S. Post Office Department has announced new regulations governing the 
mailing of certain publications. Because of this, and because of a need to bring 
our records fully up to date, we urge all members to � their memberships before 
January 1st, and to include their postal zip code with their renewal letters. 

(3) Following the example of the New Jersey Association of Aerial Phenomena and 
other groups, we are prohibiting from membership in this organization any members 
of communist or fascist groups. Any membership may be terminated by the directors 
upon conclusive evidence of such affiliation. We wish to emphasize, however, that 
beyond this NO RESTRICTIONS WHATSOEVER ARE PLACED ON MEMBERSHIP IN THIS ORGANIZATION. 

(4) The 
A) 
B) 
C) 

D) 

goals and activities shall be as follows, in order of precedence: 
Sponsorship and support of the annual Congress of Scientific UFOlogists. 
Promotion of the UFOlogy field through our publications. 
Public education on unidentified flying objects through our publications, 
the above mentioned Congress, the United UFOlogical Association and re
lated federations, and personal efforts by the directors (such as radio 
appearances, etc. ). 
Research into individual sighting reports, including sponsorship of at 
least one annual meeting on UFO research. 

(5) Effective immediately, lifetime memberships in the American UFO Committee are 
available at $10.0'0 which includes all benefits for the duration of the existence 
of the Committee. 

(6) We wish to reiterate our use of the abbreviation "AMUFO" in preference to the 
commonly used "AUFOC". Checks, correspondence, etc. should be made out to "AMUFO", 
not "AUFOC". 

(7) Executive Directorship of AMUFO is vested in Mr. Allen Greenfield, Mr. Rick 
Hilberg, Mr. Dale Rettig, and Mr. Allan Manak. Mail should be addressed to either 
AMUFO Editorial- Offi.ce··r 2875 Sequoyah Drive, N. W. , Atlanta, Georgia 30327, or 
AMUFO Administrative Office, 3403 W. 119th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44 111. 

(8) Personal answers to correspondence may not be given unless specifically re
quested, due to the volume of mail handled by our small staff. However, we 
wish to point out that all comments are much appreciated, and we look forward to 
hearing from our members at any time. 

In the years to come the American UFO Committee will continue to work diligently 
towards a solution to the UFO problem. We sincerely thank you for your continued 
support towards that admirable goal. 
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UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT REPORTS • • • • • • • • •  SUMMER, 1965 

Reports of unidentified flying objects (UFOs) were made in great numbers from many 
points of the globe during the summer of 1965. Their number was so great, in fact, 
that Emil R. Sveilis of United Press International stated they were "the most num
erous since 1957. 1 

Saturday, July 3rd, 1965: According to an Associated Press account 2 a lens shaped 
UFO was sighted by Chilean and Argentine personnel at two Antarctic bases. A 
Chilean base commander described the object as being "yellowish red, changing to 
green, yellow and orange." The Argentine Navy issued a subsequent conmunique stat
ing that "Argentina's Antarctic base saw the flying object and photographed it." 
The film, it was learned, could not be developed for eight months, due apparently 
to the isolated location of the base. The color photos were reportedly taken by an 
Argentine corporal. Both Argentine and Chilean reports noted interference in 
electromagnetic apparatus at the time of the sighting. In view for about 20 min
utes, the object was moving generally eastward, but at times it went west • • • • . • • •  
"at some moments, it appeared to hover" . • • . • • • .  3 

Saturday, July 3rd, 1965: A large, round, silver ball was spotted by two young 
boys on the Cole Road in Shelton, Washington. According to a local news report 4 
the object was about the size of the moon when viewed at night. As the boys moved 
�loser, the object shot straight up in the sky. 

Thursday, July 8th, 1965: Two officers of the Sunnyvale, California police force 
stated they observed a blinking red light for about 10 minutes. They described 
the object as being much brighter than Venus. It climbed straight up, and moved 
away to the North. 5 

Friday, July 9th, 1965: A UFO was observed for approximately 45 minutes at an 
altitude of 33,000 feet by members of the staff of Santa Maria airport in the Azores. 
Airport authorities stated that electromagnetic clocks stopped for lO·minutes while 
the white, cylindrical object was overhead. One plane was sent up to observe the 
object, but reported no success. 6 

Saturday, July lOth, 1965: A peasant couple in a village near Oporto, Portugal 
sighted a pinkish UFO at an altitude of about 3,000 feet. They said they saw the 
object at about the same time some static appeared on their radio. 7 

Monday, July 12th, 1965: An object was sighted over Columbus, Ohio in the evening. 
One person, a science teacher, said he saw the object through a telescope and said 
it was a balloon. Another witness in a private letter to a UFO organization stated, 
"I am not yet satisfied with this, " in reference to the balloon explaination. 8 

Friday, July 16th, 1965: Several persons reported sighting UFOs over Buenos Aires, 
Argentina shortly after sunset. During the period of 15 minutes that the UFO hovered 
over the city, one of the city's television stations was interrupted because of at
mospheric interference. Witnesses described the objec� as very bright, emitting 
colors ranging from reddish greens to blues. The cigar shaped UFOs were also photo
graphed. The object moved away to the northwest towards Uruguay. 9 

Saturday, July 17th, 1965: A UFO was sighted by numerous persons over the Rio Plata 
River, between Uruguay and Argentina. One witness described the object as being 
cigar shaped, reddish in color, and about 10 meters (32 feet) above the river. He 
stated the object moved upward when he started running toward it, leaving a white 
vapor trail. Five other persons confirmed the report. 10 
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UFO REPORTS, SUMMER, 1965 . . • • . • . . .  Gontinued 

Supplementary Reports 

Sunday, August 1st, 1965: Unidentified objects were sighted in at lease 8 states, 
including Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Colorado, South Dakota, Nebraska, 
and Wyoming, throughout the night of August 1-2. Watchers included a number of law 
enforcement officers. Descriptions of the UFOs ranged from lights of various colors 
to egg-shaped objects. The USAF explained the reports as the planet Jupiter and a 
number of stars including Rigel, Capella, Beteljeux, and Aldeberan. The Director 
of the Oklahoma Science and Art Foundation Planetarium in Oklahoma City, Robert 
Risser, stated that the Air Force explanation was "as far from the truth as you can 
get . • • •  Somebody has made a mistake. These stars and planets are on the opposite 
side of the earth from Oklahoma City at this time of year."ll 

Monday, August 2nd, 1965: Objects reported over an eight state area showed up on 
a radar screen at the Wichita Weather Bureau, Wichita, Kansas, early Monday. Ellis 
Pike, first assistant meteorologist at Wichita was quoted as saying that the blips 
"looked much the same as an airplane might." The blips tended to brighten and dim 
intermittently. Pike estimated the object's speed as being about 45 miles per 
hour.12 The USAF, however, called the radar returns "temperature inversion",l3de
spite the coinciding visual reports.14 

Monday, August 2nd, 1965: UFO reports in the evening were made in Oklahoma, Texas, 
and Nebraska. Residents of Justin and Ponder area of north Texas claimed they saw 
a "flying saucer" land near Texas Highway 156. Investigations by authorities ap
parently turned up no physical evidence to back up the landing claim.15 

Related Unsubstantiated Accounts and Additional Notes 

1.) An unconfirmed report relayed to the American UFO Committee states that one 
sighting in this series of electromagnetic effects/UFO reports resulted in inter
ference with the reception of photo data from the Mariner Space probe. 

2.) A number of additional sighting reports in the Ohio area have apparently been 
made. At lease one photo of an object or formation of objects was made in Cleveland, 
Ohio, in a sighting witnessed by a number of individuals. 

3.) Unsubstantiated reports from Baltimore, Md. and elsewhere throughout the U.S. 
were apparently. announced August 3rd, 1965 on the "Today" program on NBC. 

4.) According to the Associated Press, Mariner 4 completed transmission of its 21 
close up photos of the planet Mars shortly before 9:00 P.M. Monday, August 2nd. 

Footnotes: 

1. The Atlanta Times, August 1, 1965, UPI 
2. Santiago, Chile, July 8, 1965, AP - Credit: Ethel Kulp 
3. ·Daily Tidings, .Ashland, Oregon, July 8, 1965 UPI 
4. Mason County.·J�urnal, Shelton, Washington, July 15, 1965 
5. The Atlanta Times, August 1, 1965, UPI 
6. Buenos Aires, July 17, 1965, UPI 
7. ibid 
8. Clipping credit; Ethel Kulp; Letter on file, American UFO Committee 
9. Buenos Aires, July 17, 1965, UPI 
10. ibid 
11. Atlanta Constitution 8/3/65; Atlanta Journal 8/3/65, UPI 
1 2. Atlanta Constitution 8/3/65 , 
13., 14., 15., Atlanta Journal 8/3/65 



Cape Area Sky 
Lit by UFOs, 
Policemen Say 
COCOA, Fla. (UPI) .- The 

outbreak of unidentified flying 
object sightings has spread to 

the area near the Cape Kennedy 
Space Center. 

Four policemen reported 
watching strange orange and 
yellow lights over the city of 
Cocoa early Wednesday, includ
ing four objects that appeared 
in a diamond formation. 

Residents in the central Flor
ida cities of Orlando, Winter 
Park and Kissimmee also re
ported watching similar lights 
dart about in the sky Tuesday 
night. 

John Cormack, a Federal A vi
ation Agency controller at Hero
don Airport in Orlando, sug
gested that the mysterious ob
jects might be reflections of 
lights from shopping centers on 
low clouds or that they might 
be connected with a minuteman 
Missile launch Tuesday night at 
Cape Kennedy. The missile, how
ever, was launched one to two 
hours before the Cocoa police
man made their sightings. 

The Air Defense Command 
Radar Warning Station at near
by Patrick Air Force Base re
reported no strange radar sight-

. ings during the night. . · · 

Patrolman Edward Schild, dis
patched to look for the strange 
lights when a Cocoa resident re
ported them to police, said he 
watched four· objects in the sky 
with binoculars for about 15 

minutes. He said they changed 
position several times and were 
in a diamond-shaped formation. 

Another officer at a different 
location also reported observing 
the same objects. 

· · 

Lt. James C. Wade and Lt. 
Gene Powers a few minutes 
later said one of the lights, also 
yellowish-orange, appear�d to 
hover over the city police sta
tion· for several minutes and 
moved away. 

Similar sightings have been 
reported in the midwest and 
southwest during the past few 
days. 
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New Saucer Sightings 

Stir Up Old Debate 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 5, 1965 
THE ATLANTA JOURNAL 

Objects 
sky 

persist 

• 

1n 

. OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI)
Thousands of persons across 
the nation's Midlands and 
Southwest again Tuesday night 
reported s e e i n g mysterious 
flashing, winking and sparking 
phenomena that sped and some
times zig-zagged across the 
skies. 

The Air Force contends most 
of the sightings were probably 
just stars or planets. 

N ajeeb E. Halaby, former di
rector of the Federal Aviation 
Agency (F AA) said the rash of 
reports may signal a new. 
"American mythology., 

"Reports of such objects 
seem to rea� their peak in 
August and �eptember. It may 
be that the long, hot summer 
expedites the imagination,, he 
said in Los Angeles. 

Mo�t · of the objects people 
saw were described as red or 
yellowish, and speeding across 
the sky from southwest to 
northeast at very high altitudes. 

* 
It was. the fourth consecutive 

day of UFO sightings, which 
'· have harried some police de

partments so much they have 
referred all inquiries . to Air . 
Force bases. 

A lot of people took issue 
with. the Air .Force's claim they 
were stars or planets. 

A 23-year-old Souix City, · 
Iowa .high scQool English teach-

! er said he saw a flashing ob
ject and that. "anyone who 
would say this is a star would 
be out of their minds." 

Wh.at is it? 

This is a photo of an un· 
identified flying object 
taken by television news· 
man Bob Campbell in 
Sherman, Tex. Objects 
have been reported in 
Texas, Oklahoma and 
Nebraska. 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4, 1965 
THE ATLANTA TIMES 

UFOs Reported 
FOSSIL - Three cigar-shaped 

silvery unidentified flying ob
jects w..ere reported one mile 
south of here Tuesday morning 
by Bill Wehrll and Steven Lane� 

Wehrli said the objects hover
ed overhead for about two min
utes at an estimated 3,500 feet 
above them. They were about 
60 fee.t long and 12 feet wide, he 
said. 

The incident occurred 'at about 
10 a. m. whlle the two were load
ing hay. He said there was no 
noise from the objects, and no 
movement. The objects report_. 
edly departed in a south-wester .. 
ly direction leaving no "vapor• 
trail, . of the type left by jets •. 
The two were apparently the on
ly ones to sight the objects, 
which they said were in such a 
position as to be invisible from 
the town. 

EAST OREGONIAN 
PENDLETON, OREGON 



'IF YOU'RE SMART, YOU'LL GO BACK WHERE YOU CAME FROM!' 

'You got some lovely shots of 
our planet, tool' 

Despite Gemini and Mariner and 
the many accomplishments of 
American space scientists, the baf
fling unknown flying saucers are 
continually turning up. 

Since 1947 the Air Force which 
has the responsibility tor investi
gating UFO (unidentified flying 
objects), has checked out 9,130 re-
ports. . 

Of these all but 667 have been 
satisfactorily .explained. But of 
222 reports investigated this year, 
four remain unexplained. A UFO 
flew �longside a JapCUtese �liner 

Saucer 
Sight d 

3D 

BUENOS 4IRE$ (\Jrl) ._ Ar· · 
gentine ailors �t t AntuoU� 
outposts .,,w a mmU - colored 
"unidentifi� flying QbjQ(}t�· I 
dawdlirig ac\·o�� tbQ '�� 8atur� 
day, the NiWJ V�meut an� 
nounced Wttdlle�clay �ght 

"ThQ Qbje(l\ Wi d\SC\lS·,.b� 
I and predominantly red· and 
green in f;Q}Qr • wit!! o���5iQpal 
flashes o( fellow, blue, qrange 
and white. • ,, The Navy an-
nouncement said. 

· 

"It was movinl generally . 
eastward, but at times it went 
west . • . at some 11\0ll\e�ts, it 
appeate<l tq hoover. • • 

·"It wai in view for 15 to 20 
minutes, · allowing ample time 
to·�QtogrCJplt i� . • •  (Qle_ object) 
was s�en by members <lf t\le 
naval qetachments .,t I)ecepclQU 
and O.ttcadas. u 

· , 

BAKER DEMOCRAT·HERALD 
BAKER, OREGON (CIR. 3,236) 
JULY 8, 1965 

sending its instruments ··wud.'' 
British and Argentine scientists 

in Antarctica reported an unknown 
object which violently affected 
their geometric instruments and 
two· California policemen reported 
an object much brighter than Ven
us which after blinking a red light 
for 10 minutes climbed straight up, 
turned north and moved away. 

It seems that maybe the little 
men from another planet are still 
observing the "strange creatures 
of earth," and really upon close 
analysis, they r strange indeed .. 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4, 1965 
THE ATLANTA TIMES 



SET #1 

SET #2 

SET #3 

SET #4 

SET #5 

SET #6 

SE.T #7 

SET #8 

SET #9 
SET #10 

•••••• 

3 Photos Passaic Photos 
Three out of a series of five photos taken by George Stock Passaic N. J. 
Photos appeared in "Flying Saucers Fact or Fiction" 
3 Photos 
Last two of the above set, plus Stock being interviewed by A. C. Roberts 
BONUS Order both� set one and two and get photo of News Account. 
3 Photos Taken by Astronomer Ralph E. Nicholson Patter son N. J. 
Photo number one appeared on the cover of "Saucerian Bulettin"Vol3 #3 
Photo number two appeared in "Saucer News" Vol 5#4 as did photo #3 
3 Famous Photos. Two are the Famed United Nations Bldg photos that 
appeared on the cover of Saucer NewsVol ll #2 taken by surveyor Milton B. 
Third photo Chicago Shot by F Schterkeit App. Flying Saucer News V xxvi 
4 Photos, Drawings by and taken from actual on the spot witnesses 
1. Composite drawing of ten witnesses of the West Virginia Monster imp
osed over the actual location. Appeared cover Saucerian Bulletin Vol4#2 
2. B. 0. A. C. Jellyfish sighting & drawing by Capt. James Howard the pilot 
appeared " Fate"Vol7 #ll issue #56. 
3. Artist concept of the Kenneth Arnold bat wing saucer sighting 
4. Artist concept of the Mantell Saucer persuit accident. 
3 Photos First is The .skywatch tower picture by August Roberts and two 
other CAA observers. Appeared and endorsed in "The Mystery of Other 
Worlds Revealed" chapter #12 by Keyhoe. One of the all time great pictures 
Two is the flash bomb photo of 1949 from page 177 of George Adamski' s 1st 
book. Third is Bert Bula' s shot which appeared in "Flying Saucers·· Fact or 
Fiction" by Max B Miller on P76 
#1 is the Flying Teakettle from P. 104 Flying Saucer Fact or Fiction 
#2 Mysterious object from Peru appeared F. S. and Mysticism Vol 1 #1 P. 2 
#3 Austrian Saucers by H Kaiser App. Flying Saucers (Palmer) 7/62 P48 
3 photos of Rare publications. First CAA report on radar UFO sightings. 
Second is page from above publication confirming the '52 Washington radar 
sighting. Third is extremely rare E. C. challenge to the air force 
Personalities- #1 Long John (Nebel) #2 James W Moseley #3 Donald Keyhoe 
Personalities-#! Amazing Randi #2 August C Roberts #3 Gray Barker 

111111111111111111111111111111111 

Credit: We wish to thank Mr August C Roberts, first for his years of tireless 
research when everyone else was giving up, second for throwing open 
his vast collection of UFO photos making them available to everyone not 

- just magazine publishers etc. and lastly for being a great guy. 

ONE SET -$1.00 
ALL PHOTOS ARE 3t" x 5" 3 S E  T S - $2. 5 0 

All 10 Sets (32 Photos) plus 
a bonus of 4 photos of con-

5 SE T S - $4. 0 0 factees - 36 Photos .. $8. 00 

MICHAEL G. MANN 
141 E. znd St. lrt�t�ltl1n 18. 11. Y. 



1965 UFO Congress: A PmTO REVIEW 

The Congress of Scientific UFOlogists is an event eo-sponsored each year by the 
American UFO Committee and several other groups. It is UFOlogy's only convention 
for serious enthusiasts and investigators. It can be said of the Congress that it 
is truly the"UFOlogical event of the year", being attended by interested persons 
from all across the nation, and around the world. Delegates include the greatest 
personages in the UFO field. In the following pages, we have attempted to show our 
readers some of the excitement of this event. 

PAGE SIX 

(Photos on this page are by Allen H. Greenfield, with the exception of the center
right photo by Rick R. Hilberg) 

Upper left: Left to right are ELmer Schutt, James Moseley, and Allan Manak. 
Upper right: UFOlogists gather for party following main session. 
Center left: Sign in front of Holiday Inn welcoming UFOlogists. 
Center right: Delegates from all over U.S. and Canada at closed session. 
Lower left: L-R, Dale Rettig, J� Moseley, Eugene Steinberg, Rick Hilberg and 

David Halperin; delegates from five states. 
Lower right: L-R, Gene Duplantier of Toronto, Eugene Steinberg of New York. 

PAGE SEVEN 

(All photos on this page are courtesy of Michael G. Mann of Saucer News.) 

Upper left: L-R, David Halperin, NJAAP, Pennsylvania; Brian Aikers, NICAP Youth 
Council, Cleveland; Allen Greenfield, AMDFO, Georgia; Glenn Barth, 
Cleveland; Ed Bisconti, SART, Illinois; Tadd Jach, SART, Illinois; 
Lawrence Blazey, CUS, Cleveland; Eugene Steinberg, Saucer News, New 
York; Dale Rettig, AMUFO, Chicago; Rick Hilberg, AMUFO, Cleveland. 

Upper right: James W. Moseleyaddresses hundreds of enthusiasts at the Congress 
Public session. Moseley was the keynote speaker. 

Center left: In foreground L-R are: Y.N. ibn Aharon, William Witt, and Michael 
Mann, all of the Saucer News N. Y./N.J. delegation. 

Center right: At delegates' session are L-R: David Halperin, Yonah ibn Aharon, 
Allen Greenfield, and James Moseley. 

Lower left: Seated at table are (L-R) Mr. Earl Neff, �. Rick Hilberg, Mr. Eugene 
Steinberg, Mr. Dale Rettig, Mr. Lawrence Blazey, Mrs. Joyce Manak, and· 
Mr. Allan Manak. 

Lower right: L-R, Dave Halperin, Dale Rettig, J� Moseley, and Mike Mann. 
·, . � PAGE EIGHr 

{Photos on this page are by Allen Greenfield. ) 

Left: Photo of delegates taken at final Congress session for 1965. 
Right: Some of the publications on display at the Congress. 

The 1965 UFO Congress drew delegates from many major UFO, astronomy, and rocketry 
groups in the U. S. and Canada. Pla�s for the 1966 Congress, to be held in June, 
1966 in Cleveland are already under way. 
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1965 U F 0 Uongress 
6. 



7. 

photo 1. photo 2. 

photo.3. photo 4. 

photo 5. photo 6. 



(COVER CREDITS: Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Augusta Chronicle-Herald, Miami News, 
Miami Herald.) 

photos, continued 
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